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The purpose of social capital is to 
consciously and deliberately build 

networks that enable you to 
achieve your goals, fulfill your 

mission, and make your 
contribution to the world.

-- Wayne Baker



Networks
Relationships critical to your ability to get things 

done, get ahead, and develop professionally.

What is social capital?
Resources available to us in our personal and professional networks

• Information

• Leads

• Career opportunities

• Financial capital

• Power

• Emotional support

• Good will, trust

• Cooperation



Open, entrepreneurial networks are the most useful

• Need direct and indirect access

• Open networks give you greater access to resources

Yet most have closed networks, 

with people like us



Increasing your social capital – a portable, lifelong asset

Diagnose

• What does your network look like?

• What does it need to look like for you to achieve your leadership vision?

Cultivate 

• Mindset – seek opportunities to give

• Find out what others need and provide it

• Strengthen your affiliations – stay in touch

• Fill structural holes – be a bridge, connect

What’s your social capital investment strategy?



Induce reciprocity long-term—the engine of social capital

• A universal concept – defines humanity

• The paradox of getting by giving  

– It is in helping others without expecting immediate returns 

that you invoke the power of reciprocity

– Purpose of building networks: contribute, not take

– Take yourself out of the equation and reciprocity ensues



Reciprocity in this community – Help Fest!

1.  Ask – post your request for help, in pursuit of a four-way win

• Make it personally meaningful

• Keep it brief and specific

• Tape your sheet to the wall (bring notepad)

2. Clarify – grasp how you can be helpful

• Take turns reading request aloud to group

• Others: ask up to 3 questions to clarify each request

• Take short notes

3. Contribute – give as much as you can

• On Post-It, write your name and specify how you can help

• You can be a direct and/or indirect resource

4. Follow-up on requests and contributions



Name: _____________________________________

Ask your colleagues for help with something.  It could be professional or personal. Make it brief, specific, and meaningful. 

Write your request in the box.  

Post contributions below – offer resources directly or indirectly.  Write your name on the Post-It.



Receiving support: how good are you at taking it?

• Need to be open to receive support

– Some risk, vulnerability

– Aware of areas for improvement, need

– Willing to ask for help

• Asking for support

– Be specific about what you need

– Ask for what is personally meaningful to you

– Explain how the support you’re asking for helps you help others



Diagnose:  Does your network support your goals?

• Identify people and groups on whom you depend to get things done.

• What groups are over- and under-represented?

• Ties you should strengthen? 

• Where spend less time?

• Who are opinion leaders in areas you want to influence?

• Who can help you develop skills and competencies you need to progress?

• Who can provide political and personal counsel?

• Where are opportunities to diversify and expand your range?



Cultivate – your frame of mind

• Be opportunistic – all encounters are chances for expanding and 

diversifying your network

• Think long-term – build ties before you need them

• Be pragmatic – know what people care about

• Follow the law of reciprocity – give first and know the unique value 

you bring to others in your network



Cultivate – actions you can take

• Share credit for success

• Expand your range of contacts

• Bring together people from different domains for mutual gain

• Fill structural holes and make the world smaller

• Take opportunities to give to others and produce a greater sense of belonging 

to something beyond your circle of work, family and friends



Cultivate – more actions you can take

• Use projects to connect

• Create your own community 

• Declare yourself an expert

• Know that you might have to invest

• Ask for introductions 

• Be prepared, do homework

• Do simple things: thank-you’s, articles

• Help others grow their networks



Key points on bringing others along via social capital

• Network is lifelong asset – build it now

• Reciprocity – give support to get it

• Look for opportunities to contribute

• Diagnose and cultivate your network

• Continually improve ability to give and take help

• Pursue what matters  reap benefits

– contribute to achieving most important goals

– participate in making the world better



We not me. 



Name: _____________________________________

Ask your colleagues for help with something.  It could be professional or personal. Make it brief, specific, and meaningful. 

Write your request in the box.  

Post contributions below – offer resources directly or indirectly.  Write your name on the Post-It.



Thank you!


